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Learning methods

A teaching method contains the standards
and methods used through teachers to allow
scholar learning.
These strategies are decided partially on
difficulty rely to be trained and partially
through the character of the learner, It is the
number one position of teachers to by skip
understanding and facts onto their students.
And there's many types of teaching method
will talking about it now.
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The importance of this method  include:
1.Developing the students' social relations
enabling them to build positive relationships and new 
friendships. 
2. Creating motivation to learn and interest in 
studying, to improve academic performance. 
3. Create better attitudes towards teachers and the 
school. 
4. Create a spirit of enthusiasm among students; To 
help each other. 
5. Contribute significantly to studying materials, 
preparing  well for exams, and providing the best 
performance in them.

Learning by cooperation between students

Audio method: This method of communicating
information is based on sounds heard by the
learner for analysis and storage.

Practical work is an important aspect of science 
education, Illustrating a concept or idea to help 
students generate arguments from evidence in the 
process of knowledge construction developing 
practical, manipulative laboratory skills and learning 
how to use science equipment such as a microscope  
and developing experience and how scientists work.

Teaching using practical exercises 

We pointed out instructional strategies, their
types, like audio and visual methods and their
significance in transmitting instructional value,
As well as the role of cooperation between
students , electronic methods and Practical
exercises in the success of the educational
process

Summary

Audio method

Visual method

Visual method: Information is communicated 
by displaying color images, videos or any form 

of visual educational means.

E-learning is one of the means that support the 
educational process at interaction and skill 

development, and it combines all electronic. 
Where e-learning relies mainly on computers 
and networks to transfer knowledge and skills
The content of the lessons is presented via the 

Internet, audio tapes, videos, and CDs  and 
final and semi-final exams are sent, through or 

by     e-mail.

Education through electronic methods
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